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A new type of rf structure for the deflection and crabbing of particle beams is presented. The structure is
comprised of a number of parallel TEM resonant lines operating in opposing phase from each other. One
of its advantages is its compactness compared to conventional crabbing cavities operating in the TM110
mode, thus allowing low frequency designs. This geometry would also be effective for the deflection of
beams propagating at velocities substantially less than that of light.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Rf cavities for the deflection or crabbing of particle
beams have been developed for many years. Con-
ceptually, deflecting and crabbing structures are identical;
the former operate in the mode where the center of the
bunch experiences a finite (often maximum) integrated
Lorentz transverse force while the latter operate in the
mode where the center of the bunch experiences a zero
integrated Lorentz force but the front and tail of the bunch
are deflected in opposite directions. The majority of de-
flecting/crabbing structures are single-cell or multicell
superconducting cavities operating in the TM110 mode
[1–4], although some are room temperature structures
operating in a =4 mode [5] or are of H type [6].
Deflecting cavities have been used to deliver a particle
beam, often simultaneously, to a number of experimental
stations [7], while crabbing rf structures have been of
interest for the increase of luminosity in colliders—both
circular and linear [8,9]—and, more recently, for the gen-
eration of subpicosecond x-ray pulses [10,11].
The concept of the parallel-bar deflecting structure is
shown in Fig. 1; it consists of two parallel =2 TEM
resonant lines with the beam line perpendicular to the
bars and passing between them. This structure has two
fundamental TEM modes. In the deflecting mode, referred
to as the mode, the two parallel bars oscillate in opposite
phase. The voltages generated are maximum and of oppo-
site sign in the middle of the bars and generate a transverse
electric field as shown in Fig. 2. The magnetic field is null
in the midplane containing the beam line and is maximum
where the bars meet the shorting planes, as shown in Fig. 3.
Thus, unlike TM110 structures where the deflection is
produced by interaction with the magnetic field, in the
parallel-bar structure the deflection is produced by inter-
action with the electric field.
In the other fundamental mode, referred to as the 0
mode, the bars oscillate in phase. The electric field profile
in the midplane and the magnetic field profile in the top or
bottom plane are shown in Figs. 4 and 5 respectively. The 0
mode could be used as an accelerating mode, although it is
much better implemented in the coaxial half-wave geome-
try where the two bars have been merged into one [12].
II. ANALYTICAL MODEL
If the distance between the side walls and the resonant
bars is substantially larger than the distance between the
bars and the vertical symmetry plane, then the walls’
contributions to the electromagnetic properties will be
FIG. 1. Concept of a single-cell parallel-bar rf structure.*delayen@jlab.org
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small and the fundamental cell can be modeled by two
parallel infinite planes separated by =2 and joined by two
parallel cylinders of radius R and of axis-to-axis separation
2A. The properties of such a structure can be calculated
exactly as shown in the Appendix. They are summarized
below and will be compared to simulations of actual struc-
tures later.
It can be noted that the electromagnetic properties can
be expressed simply as functions of R= and  ¼ A=R,
where  is the free-space wavelength corresponding to the
frequency of the fundamental TEM mode.
A. Peak surface electric field
For a velocity-of-light particle, the length of the cavity
along the beam line would be close to =2 and it is natural
FIG. 3. (Color) Magnetic field in the top plate of the parallel-bar
structure operating in the  mode.
FIG. 4. (Color) Electric field in the midplane of the parallel-bar
structure operating in the 0 mode.
FIG. 2. (Color) Electric field in the midplane of the parallel-bar
structure operating in the  mode.
FIG. 5. (Color) Magnetic field in the top plate of the parallel-bar
structure operating in the 0 mode.
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to define the transverse deflecting electric field as Et ¼
2Vt=, where Vt is the transverse voltage acquired by an
on-crest particle. The ratio of peak surface electric field





















and shown in Fig. 6.
B. Peak surface magnetic field
Since, in this model, the electromagnetic mode is purely
TEM, the magnetic field at any location is proportional to
the electric field at the location with the same transverse
coordinates but separated by =4 in the direction parallel to
the bars’ axes [see Eqs. (A1) and (A2)]. Thus, the peak
surface magnetic field is related to the peak surface electric
field by




The ratio of the peak magnetic field and the transverse
deflecting field is shown in Fig. 7.
C. Energy content
The energy content U is related to the transverse gra-
dient Et by










where 0 is the permittivity of vacuum. The energy content
at Et ¼ 1 MV=m and a wavelength of 1 m is shown in
Fig. 8.
D. Geometrical factor
The geometrical factor G—the product of the quality
factor Q and the surface resistance Rs—is given by










p  377  is the impedance of the
vacuum. A plot of the geometrical factor is shown in Fig. 9.
E. Transverse R=Q
Defining the transverse shunt impedance Rt ¼ V2t =P,








and shown in Fig. 10.
FIG. 6. (Color) Ep=Et, ratio of peak-to-transverse electric field
given by Eq. (1). R is the radius of the bars and 2A is the distance
between their axes.
FIG. 7. (Color) Bp=Et, ratio of peak surface magnetic field to
transverse electric field given by Eq. (2).
FIG. 8. (Color) U=ðE2t =2Þ, energy content given by Eq. (3) at a
transverse gradient of 1 MV=m for a cavity of wavelength of
1 m.
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F. Transverse shunt impedance
The product of the transverse shunt impedance Rt ¼















and is shown in Fig. 11.
It can be seen from Figs. 6 and 7 that the peak surface
electric and magnetic fields depend weakly on A=R and
have a broad minimum for rather large values of R=. On
the other hand, the transverse shunt impedance has a much
stronger dependence on A=R and is maximum for smaller
R=. Thus, the final design would depend on which pa-
rameter to optimize and, in particular, whether the struc-
ture will be room temperature or superconducting.
III. ELECTROMAGNETIC DESIGN
Since one of the main features of this geometry is its
small transverse size, it would be particularly attractive at
low frequency. One possible application would be a
500 MHz deflector for the Jefferson Lab 12 GeV upgrade
[13]. This structure might also be an option for a crabbing
cavity for the LHC upgrade [14–16]. The properties of a
400 MHz single-cell cavity, shown in Fig. 1, obtained from
simulations using CST MICROWAVE STUDIO are compared
to the analytical results of the previous section in Fig. 12.
The lengths of the bars and that of the outer box along the
beam line were, to first order, fixed at 375 mm and the main
design parameters were the radii and the separation of the
parallel bars. The electromagnetic properties of the struc-
ture are relatively insensitive to the width of the box (in the
direction perpendicular to the beam line) as long as those
walls are sufficiently far from the bars. Each marker on the
left-hand side plots represents a structure geometry that
was analyzed. The electromagnetic simulations compare
very favorably to the analytical results.
As was expected, the transverse shunt impedance of this
design is quite high compared to designs based on TM110
modes. This is similar to the high shunt impedance of TEM
accelerating structures compared to TM010 structures [12].
For velocity-of-light applications, TEM accelerating
structures have peak surface fields larger than TM010 struc-
tures [12]. The analytical model and these simulations
show that this is not the case for deflecting cavities as
peak surface fields for TEM structures are comparable to
those of TM110 structures.
In the deflecting mode there is no longitudinal electric
field on the beam axis while there is a longitudinal electric
field in the accelerating 0 mode; neither mode has a mag-
netic field on the beam axis. Thus, the presence of the beam
line apertures will have little effect on the -mode fre-
quency while raising the frequency of the 0 mode through
FIG. 10. (Color) Rt=Q, ratio of transverse shunt impedance and
quality factor given by Eq. (5).
FIG. 11. (Color) RtRs ¼ G Rt=Q, product of the transverse
shunt impedance and the surface resistance given by Eq. (6).
FIG. 9. (Color) G ¼ QRs, geometrical factor given by Eq. (4).
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TABLE I. Properties of the parallel-bar structure shown in Fig. 1 calculated from OMEGA3P
and the analytical model of Fig. 18.
Parameter OMEGA3P Analytical model Unit
Frequency of  mode 400 400 MHz
=2 of  mode 374.7 374.7 mm
Frequency of 0 mode 414.3 400 MHz
Cavity length 374.7 1 mm
Cavity width 500 1 mm
Bars length 385.0 374.7 mm
Bars diameter (2R) 100 100 mm
Bars axes separation (2A) 200 200 mm
Aperture diameter 100 0 mm
Deflecting voltage Vt
a 0.375 0.375 MV
Peak electric field Ep
a 4.09 4.28 MV=m
Peak magnetic field Bp
a 13.31 14.24 mT
Energy content Ua 0.215 0.209 J
Geometrical factor G ¼ QRs 96.0 112 
Rt=Q 260 268 
RtRs 2:50 104 3:00 104 2
aAt Et ¼ 1 MV=m.
FIG. 12. (Color) Comparison between results of electromagnetic code simulation using MICROWAVE STUDIO (left) of a 400 MHz
geometry shown in Fig. 1, and analytical results of Sec. II (right). The upper plots are for Ep=Et, the ratio of peak-to-transverse electric
field, and the lower plots are for RtRs, the transverse shunt impedance. Each marker on the left-hand plots represents a structure
geometry that was analyzed.
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the work done by the radiation pressure. This is a direct
consequence of the Boltzmann-Ehrenfest adiabatic theo-
rem which in its microwave incarnation is known as
Slater’s formula [17]. Near the edges and corners at the
top and bottom plates both modes will have a magnetic
field but the field is higher in the 0 mode than in the 
mode. Thus, the rounding of the corners will raise the
frequency of the 0 mode by a larger amount than that of
the  mode. The beam line apertures and the rounding of
the edges and corners will contribute to the removal of the
degeneracy by raising the frequency of the 0 mode above
that of the  mode.
Properties of a preliminary design of a 400 MHz
parallel-bar deflecting structure obtained from OMEGA3P
[18] are shown in Table I. It can be noted that, as was
expected from the above discussion, the deflecting mode
is the lowest frequency mode; this would simplify the
damping of all the other modes in high current
applications.
The parallel-bar structure discussed so far can be
straightforwardly extended to a multicell structure by the
addition of sets of parallel bars, as shown in Fig. 13 for a
two-cell structure. The spacing between successive pairs of
bars would be =2, where c is the velocity of the
particle. In such a multicell structure the number of nearly
degenerate TEMmodes is equal to the number of bars, and
the deflecting mode of interest is the ð;Þ mode where
the bars in each pair are in opposite phase with each other,
and the bars in adjacent pairs also oscillate in opposite
phase. Perturbation of the outer geometry (such as round-
ing of the corners or wall deformation at appropriate
locations) is necessary to provide the required splitting
between the ð;Þ mode and all the others. As long as
the number of cells is reasonably small, the deflecting
ð;Þ mode will have the lowest frequency. As the cavity
length is increased, the frequency of one of the resonant
modes of the outer enclosure would become lower than that
of the ð;Þmodewhich, in certain applications, would be
undesirable.
All the previous geometries discussed so far use straight
circular cylinders of constant cross section for the bars. The
performance of the parallel-bar geometry can be further
improved by deviations from that basic geometry.
Figures 14 and 15 show a parallel-bar structure where the
FIG. 14. (Color) Surface electric field in a parallel-bar structure
with rounded rectangular bars operating in the  mode.
FIG. 13. Concept of a two-cell parallel-bar rf structure.
FIG. 15. (Color) Surface magnetic field in a parallel-bar struc-
ture with rounded rectangular bars operating in the  mode.
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bars have a rounded rectangular cross section. In TEM
accelerating structures—such as the coaxial-half-wave or
the spoke resonator—the voltage acquired by the particle is
essentially dictated by the voltage generated on the center
conductor. The goal of the center conductor design is then
to minimize the surface electric and magnetic fields for a
given voltage. In a deflecting structure, the transverse
voltage acquired by the particle depends not only on the
magnitude of the transverse field generated by the voltage
between the bars but also on its extent, i.e., the amount of
time the particle will interact with the transverse field.
Thus, in this case, it is worth exploring cross-section
geometries that, for a given voltage on the bars, could
have larger surface fields than a circular cross section as
long as the transverse field extends over a larger distance.
The rounded rectangular geometry shown in Figs. 14 and
15 might have a larger surface field at a given voltage on
the bars than a circular cross section, but it would also
generate a transverse field over a larger extent of the
particle trajectory and thus have a lower surface field at a
given deflecting voltage. This is illustrated in Table II
where the properties of two similar parallel-bar resonator,
one with a circular cross section, the other with a rounded
rectangular cross section, are compared. It is apparent that
that simple modification of the cross section leads to a
substantial reduction of the peak surface fields while in-
creasing the transverse shunt impedance.
For a superconducting cavity, a likely limitation will be
the surface magnetic field which is maximum where the
bars meet the top and bottom plates. A standard feature in
TEM accelerating cavities is to flare the center conductor
into an hourglass or hyperboloidal shape; this increases the
cross section of the bars in the region of maximum mag-
netic field, resulting in its reduction. Such a feature can
also be implemented in the parallel-bar cavity as shown in
Fig. 16. This feature is particularly effective in accelerating
multispoke cavities where adjacent resonant lines are per-
pendicular to each other. In a parallel-bar structure this
flaring can only be done to a limited extent since, at some
point, the bars will become too close, thus ‘‘crowding’’
magnetic field, leading to an increase of the magnetic field.
FIG. 17. Concept of a TEM deflecting structure with curved
resonant bars.
FIG. 16. Concept of a TEM deflecting structure with parallel
bars of variable cross section.
TABLE II. Properties of the parallel-bar structures shown in
Figs. 1 and 14 calculated from OMEGA3P.
Parameter Figure 1 Figure 14 Unit
Frequency of  mode 400 400 MHz
=2 of  mode 374.7 374.7 mm
Frequency of 0 mode 414.4 419.6 MHz
Cavity length 374.7 374.7 mm
Cavity width 500 500 mm
Bars length 385.0 392.2 mm
Bars thickness (2R) 100 100 mm
Bars width 100 200 mm
Bars axes separation (2A) 200 200 mm
Aperture diameter 100 100 mm
Deflecting voltage Vt
a 0.375 0.375 MV
Peak electric field Ep
a 4.09 2.69 MV=m
Peak magnetic field Bp
a 13.31 8.17 mT
Energy content Ua 0.215 0.160 J
Geometrical factor G ¼ QRs 96.0 91.3 
Rt=Q 260 350 
RtRs 2:50 104 3:20 104 2
aAt Et ¼ 1 MV=m.
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One way to increase the cross section while avoiding
that crowding is to use curved resonant bars as shown in
Fig. 17. The bars would be closest at their center but
bending away from each other as they near the top and
bottom planes.
All these modifications from the basic geometry can be
implemented simultaneously, leading to an expected im-
provement in performance at the expense of an increased
degree of engineering complexity.
While most of the above analysis and discussion referred
to beams propagating at the velocity of light, this geometry
would also be effective for the deflection of beams prop-
agating at velocities much less than that of light. This can
be easily accomplished by scaling all the dimensions par-
allel to the beam line by  ¼ v=c while keeping un-
changed all the dimensions perpendicular to the beam line.
IV. SUMMARY
A new type of deflecting/crabbing structure has been
presented and analyzed. It is based on TEM resonant lines
and provides deflection through interaction with the elec-
tric field. This new geometry is much smaller than a TM110
cavity of the same frequency. It also offers a high shunt
impedance and low surface fields. As in all the other TEM-
type cavities, the couplers for the fundamental and higher-
order modes could be located on the outer walls instead of
on the beam line since the surface fields on the outer
enclosure are small. This feature makes better use of
beam line space while easing the extraction of higher-order
modes and preventing the possibility of trapped modes.
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In the simple model shown in Fig. 18, the rf deflecting
structure is represented by two infinite parallel planes
separated by =2 and joined by two cylinders perpendicu-
lar to the planes, of radius R and axis-to-axis distance 2A.
Since the geometry has translational invariance and is
multiply connected, it will support pure transverse electro-
magnetic (TEM) modes of frequency ! ¼ 2c=. The
number of such modes will be equal to the number of
bars. In one of the modes—the  mode—the two bars
resonate in opposite phase, while in the other—the 0
mode—they resonate in phase. The  mode is the deflect-
ing modewhile the 0 mode is an accelerating mode. In such
modes, the electric field in each plane satisfies Poisson’s
equation and is the electrostatic problem of two infinitely
long equipotential cylinders. For the  mode this can be
further simplified to two infinite parallel lines of uniform
and opposite linear charge since, in this case, the equipo-
tential are cylinders. Once the electrostatic problem has
been solved and the planar electric field ~Etðx; yÞ is ob-
tained, the electric and magnetic fields in a TEM resonant
structure are















Assuming two infinitely long lines, parallel to the z axis,
and crossing the ðx; yÞ plane at x ¼ a, y ¼ 0, and carry-
ing uniform linear charge per unit lengthq, the potential
is given by









r2 ¼ ðx aÞ2 þ y2; (A4)
r2þ ¼ ðxþ aÞ2 þ y2; (A5)
and the electric field is








FIG. 18. (Color) Model of a one-cell parallel-bar rf structure.
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Thus two infinite parallel cylinders, at potentials V0, of
radius R and axis separation 2A, can be modeled by two





of uniform linear charge 20V0=cosh1ðA=RÞ.
Defining  ¼ A=R, the capacitance per unit length of
those two cylinders is
C ¼ 0
cosh1ðÞ ; (A11)
and, as a TEM resonant line, its inductance per unit length







where Z0 ¼ ð0=0Þ1=2 is the vacuum impedance.
From the capacitance the energy content of the electro-
magnetic mode at a given voltage V0 at the center of the



























The total power dissipation P is made of two parts, Pb
the power dissipation on the two bars, and Pp the power
dissipation on the two planes. The power dissipation on the
two bars is




















where the last integral is a linear integral over one of the
circular intersections between the bars and the planes, and
Rs is the surface resistance of the cavity material.
Because of the relationship between electric and mag-
netic fields in TEM modes, the integral of H2 over C is
equal to the integral of ðE=Z0Þ2 over C0, the circular
intersection of one of the bars with the midplane where








where E2 ¼ E2x þ E2y, which are given in Eqs. (A6) and
(A7), and
x ¼ Aþ R cos; (A17)
y ¼ R sin: (A18)












































The power dissipation on the two planes is




where the integral is over the complement on one plane of
the two disks that are the intersections of the bars with that
plane. That integral might be lengthy to calculate directly
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The transverse voltage acquired by an on-crest particle is
simply the integral of the time-dependent transverse elec-
tric field along the beam line. In an actual structure, end
reflecting walls will be located at y ¼ =4 so the fields
will not extend further. The present simple model, where y
extends from 1 to þ1, can be made more realistic by
including all the images of the charged lines created by the
two reflecting walls. The transverse electric field along the




ð1ÞkExð0; yþ k=2Þ; (A27)
where, from Eq. (A6),
Exð0; yÞ ¼ aq0
1
a2 þ y2 : (A28)





















































Equation (A29) indicates that, if the reflecting walls are
located exactly =4 on either side of the center of the
cavity, the transverse voltage obtained by including all
the images is identical to that obtained when those walls
are absent.
Expressed in terms of the transverse voltage Vt or the

























From the energy content U, the power dissipation P and
the transverse voltage Vt, the quality factor Q ¼ !U=P,
the geometrical factor G ¼ QRs, and Rt=Q ¼ V2t =P can
be easily calculated.
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